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Patch free from the official.Q: Old design for correct implementation of a wep protected wifi Im

looking for something to do a wep protected wifi. I've seen the state of the art designed for a wep
securid wifi Im quite new to the design of wifi, this is what im looking for: Every client accesses the
internet using his smartphone, and that connection will then be protected by a wep encrypted wifi,

with preshared keys. Every ap or antenna plugged into the router is a client with a unique ssid and a
wep key for that ssid. For every client all antennas and ap connected to the router will work with the
same ssid and key. How is the IP stack usually handled? How is the router assigned an IP address for
each client? If I have a router with 2 ports and I have only 2 clients connected to it, what happens to
the third client? The same thing if I have, let's say, 5 clients connected to a router with just 2 ports.
Would one of them will be assign a default gateway and would the other be lost on the ethernet?
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How does windows handle a situation like this? If we take the example of a router with 2 ports, if I
plug in one client every client will be assigned a default gateway, but does every client have a

default gateway or is there just one and it's assigned to every client or is there a way to control this?
How can I control the number of clients connected to a router? Should I expect many more clients

than the number of router c6a93da74d
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